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Letter 552
Junk Mail Devils
2016-12-18
Dear Jesus,
Monday, 5 December 2016, 1AM.
As You already know, (M) and I have had a post ofCice box ever since we moved into the
Valley. We have used it over the years for business purposes, to provide security for
sensitive mail, and to Cilter out “junk-mail” before it gets to the house.
We also have a regular house rural address mail box out at the street that I check routinely.
We get mostly junk-mail there because all the important stuff goes to the P.O. Box. But
sometimes semi-important mail comes to the street address, such as magazine
subscriptions and DVDs from NetClix.
This last Saturday morning I had occasion to check for the mail at our street mail box like I
normally do. There were two or three items, all advertising something for sale, popularly
referred to as “junk-mail”.
One envelope was a little more deceptive than the others. It had my name and address
written in what looked like hand-writing manuscript in blue ball point ink. Of course bulk
mailing companies can print envelopes that look just like they have been hand-written.
The return address referred to a plumbing company that I know has the budget for multimedia advertising, since I have seen their ads on TV from time to time.
The blue-ink counterfeit hand-writing on this particular solicitation was so well done I had
to look long and hard at it to discern that it was not hand-written. To my knowledge I had
never done business with this company before, yet the fraudulent writing induced a certain
element of uncertainty in my thinking, making me want to open the envelope just to
“double-check”, which I did not do.
I looked even more closely at and thought even more intently about the envelope, and while
doing so suddenly got the tickle in the back of my nasal passages that informed me I was
about to sneeze. I sneezed once, and then got a little suspicious and asked angel Gabriel if
by any chance there had been a demonic spirit attached to the mailer.
“Yes”, was his response.
After that we had a rather general discussion on how some businesses use various mail
marketing schemes to get unwary costumers to unseal and read their solicitatious
inquiries.
As I write this, I am being informed that the familiar spirit that came with the envelope was
attached at the Bulk Mass Mail Marketing Company, who was hired by the Plumbing OutCit.
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The plumbing company could very well have had no knowledge at all of the additional
demonic sales promotional add-on. They just paid the bulk mailing company to advertise
their business anyway they saw Cit.
According to Gabriel, the Bulk Mass Mail Marketing Company uses a form of passive
witchcraft to increase the sales for their customers. In this case a familiar spirit of
deception came along with the envelope. The familiar spirit was designed to induce a
favorable attitude toward the plumbing company, thereby increasing the chance of a sale.
Of course, once a familiar spirit is introduced into a family or other people group, its
secondary objective is to open the spirit-doors wider to let other demons in.
The ultimate goal of course is full-on inboard demonic possession. Typically this will take
place over multiple generations, with each successive generation becoming more and more
inured to the presence of the familiar demon(s).
Once a company resorts to a general practice of deception, in this case the bogus
handwriting on the envelope, an angel from Hell is dispatched to see if that particular fear
can be exploited to Hell’s purpose. Once the angel of fear is Cirmly in place, he will start the
process of corrupting the thoughts and words of the ruling human authorities in the
company. Pretty soon phrases like “well, maybe they (the customer) will buy more if we do
(blank)”, like using deceptive printing on the envelope.
The Best Way to overcome this type of thing is to do the following:
1. Pray and see if it is the Lord’s will to do business with any given company.
2. If any deception becomes apparent, apply the protocols found in Matthew 5:43-45.
3. Pray again to see of the Lord would have you continue to do business with the offending
party. If He says “Yes”, then He will provide all the needed guidance to overcome and deliver
the supplier from evil.
You can then become instrumental in exorcizing an entire organization from evil, and from
demons. You are not required to put up with the presence of devils in any circumstance at
all. “Cast out devils,” Jesus said, in Mark 16:17. Not every sneeze you have is necessarily an
indication of the presence of an evil spirit. You might have just inhaled a part of a pepper
corn dust or noxious chemical. But’s its always a good policy to inquire of the Lord, rather
than make assumptions.
This is why King David was such a successful warrior. He learned to ask the Lord Cirst,
before taking actions.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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